The fruit shape is important quantitative trait closely related to the fruit quality. However, the genetic model of fruit shapes has not been proposed. Therefore, in the present study, analysis of genetic effects for fruit shape traits (fruit length and fruit perimeter) in sponge gourd was conducted by employing a developmental genetic model including fruit direct effects and maternal effects. Analysis approaches of unconditional and conditional variances were applied to evaluate the genetic behavior of fruit shape traits at economical and physiological maturation times. The results of variance analysis indicated that fruit length and fruit perimeter were simultaneously affected by fruit direct genetic effects and maternal effects. Fruit direct genetic effects were relatively more important for fruit shape traits at whole developmental period. The gene expression was most active at the economical maturation stage (1~12 d after flowering) for two shape traits, and the activation of gene was mostly due to direct dominance effects at physiological maturation stage (13~60 d after flowering). The coefficients due to different genetic effects, as well as the phenotypic correlation coefficients, varied significantly between fruit shape traits themselves at various maturation stages. The results showed that it was relatively easy to improve fruit shape traits for industrial purpose by carefully selecting the parents at economical maturation stage instead of that at physiological maturation stage.
INTRODUCTION
The sponge gourd is not well known in the vegetable community, but is very popularly grown in China. The unique nature of the fruits, which are used both for food (fresh fruit) and industrial purposes (the tough fibrous netting that remained from the mature fruit is valued for use in the bath and kitchen or as marine steam engine filters), aroused interest in the plants. The length and perimeter of the fruit are two of the important quantitative traits closely related to the sponge gourd exterior quality. Although it is well known that the fruit shape of the sponge gourd affects the marketability as a vegetable and industrial material, the characteristics of fruit shape have not been reported nor have their modes of inheritance been understood. This information is important in selecting appropriate parents and in developing the most appropriate strategy for breeding sponge gourd as vegetable and for industrial use.
Plant growth under natural open field is affected by environmental conditions, e.g. weather, soil, cultivation and management (Prior et al., 1992; Rouphael and Colla, 2005) , however the phenotypic variation for many fruit quality traits of sponge gourd is mainly affected by fruit direct genetic effects, and also might be affected by maternal plant. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the fruit direct genetic effect and maternal plant genetic effect on the performance of fruit shape traits in sponge gourd at different maturation stages. Most agronomic, seed and fruit quality traits are complex and controlled by several genes expressed throughout the developmental stages (Beyer et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2006; Zalapa et al., 2006) . Those reports have not however revealed that the net genetic effects of gene expression during a developmental stage. According to the theory of developmental genetics, genes are selectively expressed at different growth stages (Shi et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2005) . Those studies ignored the dissimilar gene actions at different stages which is an important factor influencing the development of the quantitative traits. The performance of net genetic effects of fruit shape traits at different maturation stages could be obtained according to the conditional genetic models developed by Zhu (1995) . Furthermore, understanding the dynamics of gene sequential expression in different environments is a major goal in developmental quantitative genetics (Fabrizius et al., 1997; Shi et al., 2002) , and the results will be helpful for improving the manipulation of quantitative traits.
In this experiment, the genetic mechanism for fruit length and fruit perimeter was investigated for unconditional genetic effects (0→t) and conditional net genetic effects in a specific period (t−1→t), and the total fruit maturation time was divided into two stages: economical maturation stage (days from flowering to harvesting fruit for food) and physiological maturation stage (days from food harvesting to full maturity). The genetic model including fruit direct effects and maternal effects was used to investigate the genetic control of fruit length and fruit perimeter in sponge gourd at different maturation stages (economical maturation stage and physiological maturation stage). The objectives of this experiment were to clarify the developmental behavior of gene expression for the fruit shape traits in sponge gourd at various maturation stages. Correlation coefficients were employed to measure the relationship of accumulated behavior or net genetic effects between traits themselves at different maturation stages. The breeding value of parents was predicted for fruit shape traits improvement in breeding program.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
The experiments were conducted in 2004 and 2005. The mating design used by this experiment was a 7×7 diallel cross using sponge gourd cultivars. Their parents were 'Wuyexiang' (P 1 ), 'Lifeng' (P 2 ), 'Tianhong' (P 3 ), 'Jinke' (P 4 ), 'Fengyuan' (P 5 ), 'Jiutouniao' (P 6 ), and 'Sanjiang 1' (P 7 ).
Experiments in open field
The seeds of the parents and their 1st generation of hybrid ( 
Statistical methods
The genetic model including maternal effects as well as additive and dominance effects (Zhu et al., 1993) was employed to study the inheritance of fruit shape traits in sponge gourd. According to the model, unconditional genetic analysis was conducted based on phenotypic value at time t (y (t) ), which can be partitioned as:
where
The phenotypic values at time t conditioned on phenotypic value measured at time (t−1) can be partitioned as (Zhu, 1995) :
where all parameters were defined similarly as the unconditional effects.
Different correlation coefficients between vari-ous developmental stages were calculated for phenotypic correlation coefficient (r P ), correlation coefficients due to fruit genetic effects [fruit additive correlation coefficient (r A ), fruit dominance correlation coefficient (r D )], maternal correlation coefficient (r M ) and residual coefficient (r ε ). The genetic effects estimated by using unconditional analysis defined as the total accumulated genetic effects of genes expressed from the initial time (at flowering) to time t (0→t) of maturation stage in sponge gourd fruit, while those measured by using the conditional analysis mean the net genetic effects from genes expressed in the special maturation period from time t−1 to time t. Both unconditional and conditional variances and correlations were estimated by minimum norm quadratic unbiased estimation (MINQUE) method (Zhu, 1992; Zhu and Weir, 1994) . The jackknife technique (Miller, 1974; Zhu and Weir, 1994) was applied by sampling means of genetic traits for estimating the standard errors of estimated variances and correlation. A t-test was employed for testing the significance of genetic parameters.
RESULTS
Phenotypic means of generations
The means of parents and F 1 generations of fruit length and fruit perimeter showed that there was large variation among materials studied at two maturation stages (Table 1 ). The phenotypic values of both shape traits differed considerably among the 7 cultivars over two maturation stages. Range at 12 d (12 d after flowering) was smaller than that at 60 d (60 d after flowering), for example, the range for fruit length was from 33.81 to 84.10 cm at 12 d and from 39.27 to 102.36 cm at 60 d, for fruit perimeter from 13.02 to 26.50 cm at 12 d and from 18.11 to 31.79 cm at 60 d. The means of the two shape traits increased relatively rapidly from initial time to the economical maturation time, and maintained the increasing tendency from economical maturation time to the physiological maturation time. These revealed that the variations of the two fruit shape traits in sponge gourd might be influenced by genotypic and maternal effects and might be different at various maturation stages.
Performance of F 1 generations for fruit shape traits showed that the mean of F 1 generations involving a common female parent was different (higher or lower) when compared to that of their common female parent at various maturation stages (Table 1) . For example, the positive comparison of fruit length and fruit perimeter at 12 d accounted for about 71.43% and 28.57% of the total comparisons, respectively. Therefore, this suggested that there would be a certain heterosis in F 1 seeds for the three seedling traits at various maturation stages.
Variance components
Total phenotypic variance (V P ) consists of variance components of fruit genotypic and residual effects (V P =V G +V ε ). Among genotypic variance (V G =V A +V D +V M ), variance of fruit direct effects (V A +V D ) represents the genetic variation contributed by the fruit gene effects and variance of maternal nuclear effects (V M ) measures the contribution of maternal plant through effects of maternal nucleolus gene. Residual variance (V ε ) covered the remaining random effects, including unexplainable random effects and environment effects around plant. According to the magnitude of each genotypic variance component, the major contribution effects affecting the fruit shape traits of sponge gourd could be found. Estimates of unconditional and conditional variances are presented in Fig.1 . The results showed that the performance of fruit length and fruit perimeter at various maturation stages was mainly affected by direct genetic effects of fruit genes [(V A +V D )/(V A + V D +V M )=0.872~0.979]. From the unconditional fruit variance analysis, since the fruit additive effects and fruit dominance effects varied slightly for two shape traits, suggesting that both were important for fruit shape traits in sponge gourd. From the conditional fruit variance analysis, however, the direct dominance variance V D of fruit length and fruit perimeter at the second stages (13~60 d) accounted for about 98.14% and 86.46% of the fruit direct genotypic variance (V A +V D ), respectively, indicating that the net expression of genes for fruit shape traits was mainly caused by direct genotypic variance at this stage. It was implied that genetic selection on fruit could be quite effective for improving fruit length and fruit perimeter in specific stages; however, heterosis was important for all various stages. Besides direct genotypic variances, significant unconditional and conditional variances of fruit maternal effects were noticeably detected at all maturation stages for fruit length and fruit perimeter (Fig.1) . It was indicated that net genetic effects of maternal plant existed through the whole development period.
Since development is a dynamic procedure, gene expression should not always be the same for developmental quantitative traits (Zhu, 1995) . For instance, new additive effects due to fruit gene expression could affect fruit length and fruit perimeter at the first stage (from initial to 12 d), but with small effect on the fruit shape traits at the second stage (from 13 d to 60 d) (Fig.1) . Dynamic consequences of genetic effects could be revealed by the combination of conditional and unconditional methods for different developmental traits at specific periods. For example, the new effect of gene at the second stage (from 13 d to 60 d) was very small but relatively large V A of fruit length was observed by unconditional method, this was due to accumulated results of early stages. Thus, the conditional analysis method could help to clarify the reality of genetic effects of new gene expression that could not be detected by unconditional method.
Since sponge gourd is a dry land plant, higher unconditional and conditional residual variances were observed as compared to those of paddy field plant such as rice (Shi et al., 2002) . However, relatively significant small unconditional and conditional residual variances indicated that the genetic effects were the predominant source of variation, with the performances of fruit shape traits at different developmental stages being also influenced by sampling errors or environmental effects.
Analysis of genetic correlations
Genetic variation analysis could only get insight into the gene action of specific stage. It would be useful to examine the correlation between fruit shape traits with themselves (Ye et al., 2003) . This would facilitate understanding on the interaction of the gene effects, and whether the genetic association pattern would be altered by various gene expression of each trait at specific time intervals. Since the total genetic effects could be further partitioned into fruit direct additive effect, fruit direct dominance effect and maternal effects, the correlations consisted of components due to fruit direct additive correlation, fruit direct dominance correlation and maternal correlation.
For fruit length, it was relatively large positive correlation that contributed mostly to the performances between the two stages ( Table 2) Since the unconditional and conditional residual correlations with traits themselves were relatively small but significant, the relationships of two shape traits were also influenced by sampling errors and environment effects.
Parental genetic effects at economical and physiological maturation stage
Potential value of parents in the breeding could be appraised through the prediction of value of additive effect and maternal effect of parents. The predicted fruit additive effects (A) and maternal effects (M) analyzed based on unconditional variance are shown in Table 3 for fruit shape traits at different maturation stages. The results showed that, for fruit length and fruit perimeter, the tendency of predicted additive effects (positive or negative) in each parent at physiological maturation time was consistent with that at economical maturation (Table 3) . It was suggested that the expression of additive effects might be suspended at second stage. Compared to the additive effects, however, predicted maternal effects in each parent between two maturation stages were more complex for fruit length and fruit perimeter. For instance, predicted maternal effect of P 2 ('Lifeng') for length at 12 d was −3.573, but at 60 d was 0.220. This indicated that extra effects of maternal gene expression in P 2 ('Lifeng') at second maturation stage would have contrary function on fruit length.
The predicted genetic effects in Table 3 indicated that variations at two maturation stages were significant in most parents. This suggested that most Table 2 parents had potential value in breeding for different purpose. Since relatively higher positive total genetic effects of fruit and maternal plant existed at different maturation stages, P 2 ('Lifeng') was better than other parents in increasing fruit length (A+M were 11.088 and 13.273) and P 5 ('Fengyuan') was better in increasing fruit perimeter (A+M were 2.964 and 3.530). Similar results were observed from other parents. The genetic effects of some parents showed that they were not always suitable for breeding at different maturation stages. For instance, P 1 ('Wuyexiang') was the best parent in declining fruit length (A+M was −10.177) at 12 d, however, P 4 ('Jinke') (A+M was −11.801) was the best parent at 60 d.
DISCUSSION
Inheritance of fruit quality traits has been reported in previous study (Umaharan et al., 1997; Lavi et al., 1998; Zalapa et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2006) , but these efforts do not contain the maternal plant effect. The nutrition for fruit composed of carpodermis, pulp and seed was supported by maternal plant. Therefore, fruit shape traits of sponge gourd might be controlled by maternal gene. Zhu et al.(1993) proposed a genetic model for quantitative traits controlled by direct genes and maternal plant genes. By using this model, the influences of maternal effects on fruit length and fruit perimeter were found. Therefore, the maternal plant genes were also important for the performance of fruit shape traits in sponge gourd as well as fruit direct genes. The performance of quantitative traits of fruit shape would be controlled by the gene expression and regulation during maturation periods. The genetic mechanisms that control the performance of quantitative traits might vary in different developmental stages. Furthermore, correlations due to different genetic effects existed among various developmental stages (Ye et al., 2003) . It is helpful to clarify the developmental genetic mechanism of genes and to improve the fruit shape traits in sponge gourd by studying the genetic effects of different genetic effects and the variation of gene expression at different maturation stages. Furthermore, the performance of net genetic effects at different periods and the relationship between various periods could be obtained for developmental behavior of the quantitative traits by using the conditional analysis approach (Zhu, 1995) . Therefore, the genetic model and statistical analysis method used in this experiment might be helpful to other horticultural plants for studying quantitative traits of fruit quality.
The present study showed that the genetic effects of fruit direct gene and maternal plant genes affect fruit length and fruit perimeter at various maturation time. Genetic effects due to fruit direct genetic effects were relatively more important for two shape traits throughout the whole developmental period. The results of conditional genetic variances analysis revealed that there was new expression of genes in the two maturation stage for fruit direct genetic and maternal genetic system, especially for economical maturation stage (1~12 d after flowering). The gene expression at this maturation stage was therefore more active. It was implied, by the detection of different genetic variances at various maturation, that genes controlling fruit shape traits might be differently expressed at the various stages of whole maturation period. However, it seemed that the second stage was more active than early stage according to the performance of phenotypic means of parents and F 1 . Therefore, those results indicated that breeding work only based on the phenotypic data might not represent the reality of fruit gene expression. The correlation coefficients due to different genetic effects, as well as the phenotypic correlation coefficients, varied significantly between fruit shape traits themselves at various maturation stages, and also further confirmed the result of variance analysis.
The result of potential value of parents in the breeding indicated that most parents had potential value for different breeding purpose. Furthermore, since there existed relatively small expression of additive and maternal effects at physiological maturation, the selection of the fruit length and fruit perimeter for industrial purpose might be efficiently obtained based on economical maturation time instead of physiological maturation time. Since the performance of fruit shape traits might be affected by genotype×environment interaction, further evaluation in different environments is required.
CONCLUSION
This investigation has highlighted that fruit length and fruit perimeter are simultaneously affected by fruit direct genetic effects and maternal effects. Fruit direct genetic effects are relatively more important for fruit shape traits throughout the whole developmental period. The gene expression is most active at the economical maturation stage for fruit length and fruit perimeter, and the gene activation is mainly due to direct dominance effects at physiological maturation stage. The coefficients due to different genetic effects, as well as the phenotypic correlation coefficients, varied significantly between fruit shape traits themselves at various maturation stages. Further, the relative small expression of additive and maternal effects at physiological maturation will enable breeders to shorten the breeding time in selecting fruit length and fruit perimeter.
